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Abstract-The new area of research is image cryptography. There are numerous cryptography techniques 

that have been developed. In order to conceal the visual details (images, text, etc.) in images, many 

encryption techniques have been used. The primary principle of encryption is the probability of human 

vision decryption if the right key image is used, known as visual cryptography. Using visual cryptography 

and digital watermarking, a new method for user authentication is suggested.Using visual cryptography 

and digital watermarking; a user authentication method is suggested. The original picture, mainly the 

approved person's photograph, is split into shares. One of the shares is kept within the server and the 

other is sent by mail to the approved person. When the share is downloaded and submitted to the web by 

the authorized person, two sections are combined and the user receives a single captcha image 

containing the password after entering which user can login to the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The existing paper used by universities uses a centralized system of databases that stores all their data in 

one location. Hence, when it comes to defense, this system is not that trustworthy. To ensure that only 

approved participants can access the system, the system used in our project utilizes visual cryptography. 

In addition, data is stored in various databases, ensuring data confidentiality. Data stored in databases is 

stored in encrypted form which adds extra dimension to security. The existing system used by universities 

uses a centralized system of databases that stores all their data in one location.The same unified database 

is accessed by all the actors involved in the system. As everybody accesses the same database, this is the 

key downside, so improvements made to this database go unnoticed. Without adding any encryption, the 

current device stores data as it is.The current system receives input from the student, the examiner and the 

supervisor, and all changes, enhancements and data are applied to a single database. The architecture used 

is very simple and basic. Different forms of potential risks, such as data theft, data modification, etc., are 

not considered. The current infrastructure is vulnerable to multiple attacks. Therefore, to make it more 

reliable, the system needs to be updated. We will implement visual cryptography for examiner login for 

authentication purposes. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In the paper, “Advantages and disadvantages of using cryptography in steganography” [1] present two 

steganography algorithms, so that one cryptographic algorithm will be used to encrypt the message before 

the steganography operation. In the following, the advantages of using and not using these cryptographic 

algorithms against its disadvantages are reviewed and suggestions about their use in steganography 

algorithms and systems are presented. 

From the paper, “Implementation and Analysis of Various Visual Cryptographic Techniques for Sensitive 

Data Protection”  author has given visual cryptography is the cryptographic technique in which various 

forms of visual data like pictures, texts, etc. are encrypted such that they cannot be directly read and need 

to be visually decrypted for use. Sensitive data like defense data involves diverse content types and 

different formats of data related to criminology, military, aeronautics, communications and space flights. 

Communicating the crucial data safely is a topic of vital concern for government. This paper intends to 

analyze the various cryptographic techniques and explore appropriate visual cryptographic solution for 

securing the sensitive data. 

The paper, “Improving Quality of Friendly Progressive Visual Secret Sharing using Essential Shares” 

implements FPVSS using essential shares to overcome the problems of existing work. In addition to that, 

the proposed scheme can also be used in hierarchy secret sharing. The simulation result shows the 

effectiveness of proposed scheme. 

 A Paper titled, “Analysis of Feature Enhancements in Visual Secret Sharing”, analyzes the feature 

advancements in the VSS field. The VSS approaches remain distinct from the conventional cryptography, 

thereby offering new security solutions in many applications. Security being the central and challenging 

demand in contemporary information systems, the analysis of the state-of-the-art VSS stands significant. 

The paper, “On the Analysis and Design of Visual Cryptography with Error Correcting Capability”   

investigates a VCS with t-error correcting capability (VCS-tEC). To the best of our knowledge, VCS-tEC 

is introduced for the first time. Three (k, n)-VCS-tEC schemes are proposed: the separated scheme, the 

integrated scheme, and the nonsystematic scheme. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The original picture will be split into shares at the time the user logs in. One of the shares is kept within 

the server and the other is sent by mail to the examiner. When the share is downloaded by the approved 

individual and submitted to the web, two sections are combined and the user receives a single captcha 

image containing the password after entering which user can login to the system. 
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Fig. 1 Modified system architecture for university result system 

 
Fig. 2 Input output scenario of University result system 

 

This system takes input from student, examiner or admin in various forms such as updating student 

information, entering student marks, entering results information, etc. The output of the system is result of 

students. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper aims to introduce a framework to handle results safely and transparently by implementing 

cryptographic functionality. By designing, analyzing and testing the architecture that helps to overcome 

the limitations of previous work, the outlined result framework will be created. We will demonstrate that 

cryptography gives universities a new opportunity to switch from a centralized scheme to a more efficient 

database scheme, while growing the current scheme's security measures and providing new options for 

transparency. Moreover to this, various security measures including visual cryptography and encryption 

are introduced to make system more stable. To create Captcha, visual cryptography combines two 

pictures. One picture is sent to the email of the examiner, and another is generated by the server. In this 

way, visual cryptography guarantees that the device can only be accessed by certified examiners. Data 

would be stored in encrypted form in databases, which renders it incapable of reading even though 

anyone accesses the device. 
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